St. John the Evangelist Middle School
Summer Reading List 2019
Read TWO books over the summer. Be prepared to discuss the
books you read and take a quiz on them!
24 Hours in Nowhere by Dusti Bowling
Gus hopes in just a short twenty-four hours, he can explore and escape the abandoned mine in his home of
Nowhere, Arizona. He just has to find the rumored gold, win back a dirt bike from a thirteen-year-old bully,
and try not to die from dehydration, cave-ins, and wild animal attacks. But man can’t survive on Twinkies
alone. A life-threatening adventure such as this requires the companionship of the dirt bike-riding new girl in
town and Gus’s two former friends. Throughout the day and night, the group of outsiders learn that they
have more things in common than they realized, and it’s their newly formed bond that will be the key to their
survival. Bikes might get damaged and bones might get broken, but their newly formed friendships will
thrive in this desert town.
The Adventurers Guild by Zack Loran Clark
Zed Kagari and Brock Dunderfel are preparing for the Guildcullen. The day where children find what path
they will take for the rest of their life. Before they can be chosen, they find themselves drafted into the
Adventurer’s Guild. The guild that travels outside the walls of Freestone, into the wild lands between cities
filled with monsters and “Dangers”. When the boys uncover that the city might have a traitor, looking to
destroy all the city had worked for, they have to work with new allies to save their town and prove their
worth.
All’s Faire in Middle School by Victoria Jamieson
As a squire-in-training, eleven-year-old Impy must demonstrate her bravery to move up in the ranks at the
Renaissance Faire where her family works. Though she can wield a sword and handle the threats of dragons, will she survive the challenge that is MIDDLE SCHOOL? Impy will learn how to transition from homeschooled child to a public school student. How will she navigate the school hallways? How will she deal with
hard teachers? Will she make friends who accept her for who she is? Impy is about to find out just how
brave she can be and which dragons she needs to slay to conquer middle school.
Boy X by Dan Smith
Twelve-year-old Ash wakes up in an unfamiliar room with an IV in his arm, a head full of jumbled memories,
and a host of superhuman abilities. He has no idea what he is capable of, but if he is going to save the
world, he needs to evolve. With the lead scientists locked in quarantine including his mother, it is up to Ash
to track a group of criminals intent on releasing a deadly virus into the world. Unfortunately, a dense jungle
full of terrifying creatures is between the biosphere where he is being kept and the getaway boat.
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